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CONDEMNATION of PUTIN's CRIMINAL BEHAVIOR -- Our Institute and our members
are universally aligned in our denunciation of Putin's despicable Hitlerian behavior and
unconscionable aggression against a peaceful country.
Putin is an International Criminal and Terrorist -- we call for the International Court to
convict him of war crimes, wantonly killing innocent civilians.
Putin is a Predator -- we call upon NATO and the European Union to take immediate
action to create a Deconfliction Zone in Western Ukraine to create a humanitarian safe
harbour for Ukrainians, and to supply Ukrainian Warriors to drive out an abominable
enemy with no conscience.
We support all the Freedom Fighters willing to risk their lives for democratic principles
of self-determination.
We stand behind the International Sanctions against the Russian government, and give
our sympathy to all the innocent Russian citizens who suffer the unintended
consequence of Russian aggression. This is your chance to put Putin out of power.
We extend our Deepest Compassion for the innocent people of Ukraine who have been
murdered, forced to become refugees, and hover in fear of their lives.
We can learn a lot about Collaborative Leadership by examining the courage of
Ukrainian leaders. In a larger sense, it's time we look at the whole nature of how we
enable our leaders, both in the public and private sectors.
The central issue is one about of who is trustworthy? Ultimately this boils down to a
matter of Character and Courage.
Boards of Directors of Corporations have focused too little on placing leaders of good
character in the C-Suite. The same goes for Citizens in Democracies who vote for
politicians whose character is not worthy of the garbage bag.

To learn more about Predators & Dominators -- how to spot them & neutralize their
power -- see Beware the Authoritarian Dark Triad to understand what’s inside Putin’s Mind

